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Conclusion

Our nation’s aging infrastructure.
We keep saying we’re going to do something about it.

But we don’t.
Rarely has a need with such bipartisan support gone
under-funded for so long despite the diligent efforts of
many organizations to break the logjam – from labor to
business and even political and policy organizations on
the right and left.
To support an effort on what is, perhaps, one of the
biggest economic challenges facing this country, Brodeur
Partners invested in a study of the American electorate.
Our goal was to gain insight on what voters find relevant
in the infrastructure discussion, along with ideas on how
to move things forward.
The following are five insights gleaned from talking to
American voters. It is our hope that this can help fuel
interest, enthusiasm, and support for the much-needed
investment in our nation’s infrastructure.
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Our survey suggests that despite all the efforts to date, Americans
still don’t appreciate how bad our infrastructure problems are.
The American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) has kept a running
tab on the health of our infrastructure with their annual U.S.
Infrastructure Report Card. The reports have not been kind.
In its last report, ASCE rated 12 of the16 elements of the nation’s
infrastructure with failing or “D” grades. Three got “C” or “mediocre”
grades – bridges, ports, and solid waste systems. Only one got a “B”
or “adequate” grade: freight rail.
Unfortunately, our survey suggests American voters “haven’t gotten
the memo.”
We gave American voters a report card of their own to fill out, asking
them to grade seven elements of U.S. infrastructure. Across all
elements, large majorities of Americans gave them passing grades.
While over half (53%) of Americans give our air transportation and

energy systems either an “A” or “B” grade, the ASCE gave these
systems a “D” and “D+” respectively. Even the lowest scoring
element – roads and bridges – was given an “A” or “B” grade by over
one-third of voters.
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Voters' infrastructure grade of "A" or "B"

ASCE 2017 INFRASTRUCTURE
REPORT CARD GRADE

How would you rate the following parts of our
nation's infrastructure?
Transportation systems (e.g. roads
and bridges)

37%

Dams and flood control
infrastructure

C+/D

41%

D

Mass transit systems (e.g. urban
rail, metro, bus)

45%

D-

Passenger rail systems (e.g.
Amtrak or new highspeed rail)

46%

D-

Water systems (e.g. drinking and
waste water)

D/D+

50%

Energy systems (e.g. electric grid,
natural gas)

D+

53%

Air transportation system (e.g. air
traffic control, airports)

D

54%
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Trump v. Clinton Voters
Rating of either "A" or "B"
Dams and flood control infrastructure

Air transportation system (e.g. air traffic control, airports)

Passenger rail systems (e.g. Amtrak or new highspeed rail)

Mass transit systems (e.g. urban rail, metro, bus)

Energy systems (e.g. electric grid, natural gas)

Water systems (e.g. drinking and waste water)

Transportation systems (e.g. roads and bridges)

0%
TRUMP VOTERS
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Trump voters are much more sanguine about our
nation’s infrastructure than Clinton voters. On every
infrastructure element tested, Trump voters were more
likely to rate these systems as either being “excellent”
(A) or “good” (B) than those who voted for Clinton.
There are also age and income disparities. The older
you are, the more likely you are to rate our infrastructure
positively. The poorer you are, the more likely you are to
rate our infrastructure poorly.
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In our survey, voters provided a clear set of priorities: water,
energy and transportation.
Infrastructure covers a lot of territory. By definition, it
encompasses all the necessary systems and structures that
make business and civic life possible. So one of the early

challenges for the government will be where to focus the
investment given limited economic resources.
When asked to rank priorities, well over half (55%) said that the
first or second most important priority was our drinking and
waste water systems. The next most important priority was our
energy systems including our electric grid and natural gas
networks. A distant third was transportation including our roads
and bridges.
The public’s priorities are largely bipartisan with two modest
differences.
Trump voters put considerably more focus on upgrading our
energy systems than Clinton voters. Nearly half (45%) of Trump
voters felt energy was either the top or second most important
priority. By contrast only a little over a quarter (26%) of Clinton
voters felt the same way.
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Voters ranking either 1st or 2nd in importance
Rank the top priorities for government investment in infrastructure
60%
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airports)

Trump v. Clinton
1st or 2nd infrastructure priority
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There were other differences. Trump voters felt stronger about
transportation than Clinton voters, while Clinton voters put more emphasis
on water systems than Trump voters.
Two important things.
The data doesn’t suggest things like passenger rail, flood control, air
transportation and mass transit systems are unimportant. Rather, they are
saying that for them, based on what they know, these latter areas are not
their top priorities.
In addition, as noted earlier, voters give our infrastructure much more
positive grades than many of the experts do. Voters may have this wrong!
But if they do, they are going to need more education and engagement to
change their views.
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The case for infrastructure typically focuses on productivity and
jobs. Improved infrastructure means greater efficiencies, greater
access to improved technologies and an overall more efficient
and productive economy. By investing in infrastructure we also
create jobs – particularly well-paying blue collar jobs America is in
sore need of. This, in turn can boost overall growth in the
economy.
But there is a message that is missing: public health and safety.
In our study, health, safety and security was the top ranking
benefit compared to four other benefits, including jobs and

economic competitiveness.
We’ve seen bridges collapse, water systems contaminated and
dams fail. But the health and safety benefits of infrastructure
investment don’t appear to be as prominent in messaging than
things like productivity, jobs and financing.
The opportunity for advocates of infrastructure is to go beyond
the economic benefits and show how investments now can

improve health, prevent accidents and save the lives of family,
friends and their communities in the future.

.
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Ranking of the potential benefits of
infrastructure spending
(Ranking this #1)
Makes American business more competitive

Gives communities new opportunities for economic
growth

Improves overall quality of life for Americans

Creates jobs for American workers

Prevents imminent health, safety and security
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While the pattern of infrastructure investment benefits largely
held along political lines, there were modest differences between
Trump and Clinton voters.
Clinton voters responded much more strongly to the health,
safety and security benefits, while Trump voters responded more
positively to the benefits of improved quality of life and business
competitiveness.
The BIG difference here was gender. Women were twice as likely
as men to put health, safety and security as their top benefit.
For men, jobs were the number one benefit with security a
distant second.

Benefits of investing in infrastructure
Ranking #1 - Men vs. Women

Creates jobs for American workers

Prevents imminent health, safety
and security problems across
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The good news is that for every piece of the infrastructure we tested,

there are “natural” constituents who recognize the need and support
funding in that area.
Our study identified the top constituencies or strongest supporters for
each element of our infrastructure.
For each infrastructure element there are natural and logical groups
who can (and should!) form the basis of a grassroots and grass tops
effort to keep infrastructure at the top of every elected official’s priority

list.
By targeting, engaging and activating these constituencies, every part of
our nation’s infrastructure can have a voice and a seat at the table when
infrastructure investments are made.

Infrastructure
system

Strongest advocates (based on a mix of data)

Roads and bridges

Older (Boomers) males living in the Northeast

Drinking and waste
water systems

African American and Hispanic females living in the South

Electric energy grid

Millennials (in general) along with Republicans and
Independents

Urban mass transit
systems

Millennial African Americans and Hispanics living in urban
areas

Air transportation

Millennials and GenXers with college degrees and above
average incomes
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Although many inside and outside of government agree on the need for
massive spending, finding the money for that spending has been a
challenge.
In our study there were mixed signals on voters’ willingness to pay
more taxes to improve infrastructure. The elements of infrastructure
that Americans said they’d be willing to pay more in taxes aligned with
their priorities. Over half said they’d pay more taxes to improve water
systems (51%), next was transportation (44%), then energy (43%).
After that there was a significant drop.
Trump voters said they were just as willing – and in some cases even

more willing – to pay more in taxes for infrastructure than those who
said they voted for Hillary Clinton. The biggest difference came
between men and women, with women being much more frugal than
men and consistently less willing to pay more in taxes for any of the
infrastructure elements offered.
Our survey strongly suggests that there’s not a broad base of support
for funding infrastructure solely through raising taxes. We offered
voters three options – fund through tax increases, fund through

spending cuts or fund through a combination of the two.

Nearly half (44%) say that the infrastructure investment should come
from budget cuts elsewhere. Only one-quarter (25%) say that
infrastructure spend should be fully funded through tax increases. A
little over thirty percent say it should be a combination of the two.
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Willingness to pay more taxes to fund improvements
(much more or somewhat more in taxes)
Passenger rail systems (e.g. Amtrak or new highspeed rail)
Air transportation system (e.g. air traffic control, airports)
Mass transit systems (e.g. urban rail, metro, bus)
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Energy systems (e.g. electric grid, natural gas)
Transportation systems (e.g. roads and bridges)
Water systems (e.g. drinking and waste water)
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When it comes to funding infrastructure, what path should
government take?
27.10%
Raise Taxes
41.60%
Cut Spending
Elsewhere

31.30%
Combination of Tax
Hikes & Spending Cuts
Given government waste and debt, we should pay for any infrastructure spending by cutting other parts of
government spending.
Given both the need and the debt, any spending on infrastructure should be financed by a balance of
increased taxes and budget cuts.
Given the need, scale and benefits of infrastructure spending, the government should raise taxes to finance
infrastructure spending.
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A second issue is who should be responsible for allocating
The person I trust
MOST in allocating
infrastructure
investment

The person I trust
LEAST in allocating
infrastructure
investment

and managing any infrastructure investment.
Our study suggests that it would be wise to involve state
and local officials in the planning, logistics and oversight of

24.20%

The President

38.10%

16.90%

My Member of
Congress (Senator
or Representative)

16.60%

any infrastructure spend.
We asked voters a simple question. We listed seven
categories of elected officials and asked voters who they
would trust most and who they would trust least in

15.00%

My Governor

11.10%

10.90%

The Secretary of
Transportation

10.40%

managing any infrastructure investment spend.
The President scored high on most trusted, but even
higher on being the least trusted. As one might expect,
much of that followed voting patterns and party lines.

12.20%

My Mayor

9.00%

Those offices that scored highest “net” trust scores were
12.60%

My City Council

city council members, governors, and mayors. With these

7.80%

offices, there was much more bipartisan consensus.
8.10%

My State
Legislature

6.90%

NET Trust Score
10.00%
5.00%
0.00%

-5.00%
-10.00%
-15.00%
The President
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My Mayor

My City Council

My State
Legislature

Upgrading and modernizing our country’s infrastructure is one of the biggest economic

challenges facing our country today.
Our study suggests that:
1. Voters still don’t fully appreciate the seriousness of the situation and severity of the
infrastructure challenges we face.
2. Their top priorities are in maintaining clean water, efficient and affordable energy, and
sound transportation systems.
3. The biggest benefit they see from infrastructure investment is improved security, health
and safety.
4. That said, every piece of our infrastructure has a natural constituency of support.
5. Voters want a balanced funding approach and have the greatest trust in local leaders
for the allocation of that funding.
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